Historical Fiction Chapter Books About Westward Expansion
Imagination Soup

*Ranger in Time #1: Rescue on the Oregon Trail* by Kate Messner

*Nettie & Nellie Crook Orphan Train Sisters: Based on a True Story* by E.F. Abbott

*Sarah. Plain and Tall* by Patricia MacLachlan

*Little House on the Prairie* (series) by Laura Ingalls Wilder

*On This Long Journey, the Journal of Jesse Smoke, a Cherokee Boy, the Trail of Tears, 1838* by Joseph Bruchac

*The Oregon Trail* by Matt Doeden

*The Quilt Walk* by Sandra Dallas

*Hardscrabble* by Sandra Dallas

*How I Became a Ghost -- A Choctaw Trail of Tears Story* by Tim Tingle

*P.K. Pinkerton and the Petrified Man* by Caroline Lawrence

*The Many Reflections of Miss Jane Deming* by J. Anderson Coats

*Some Kind of Courage* by Dan Gemeinhart

*The Tragically True Adventures of Kit Donovan* by Patricia Bailey

*The Lost Kingdom* by Matthew J. Kirby

*Hattie Big Sky* by Kirby Larson
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